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Abstract

Development of a non-contact current sensor based on I\IE1\tS Technology

HABMustafa

Master degree of Technology Thesis

Department of Electrical Engineering

Cape Peninsula University of Technology

Most of MEMS sensors are based on the micro-cantilever technology, which use wide range of differ

ent design materials and structures. The benefit of MEMS technology is in developing devices having

lower cost, lower power consumption, higher performance, and integration. A free-end cantilever

beam made of magnetic material (PerrnaIloy) and a movable mass attached to the free-end has been

designed using MEMS software tools. The magnetic material was used to improve the sensitivity of

the cantilever-beam to an external applied magnetic field. The deflection of the cantilever was detected

using capacitive sensing method. The aim of this research was to develop a non-contact current sensor

based on MEMS technology by analysing the simulation of the system design of the micro cantilever

when subjected to a magnetic field produced by a current-carrying conductor. When the signal, a sinu

soidal current with a constant frequency is applied, the cantilever-beam exhibits a vibration motion

along the vertical axis when it is placed closer to the line current. This creates corresponding capaci

tance changes and generates a voltage output proportional to the capacitive change in the signal proc

essing circuitry attached to the micro cantilever.

Modelling of the magnetic moment of a magnetic cantilever-beam placed in a field, the deflection of

{ the beam, the natural frequency of the cantilever-beam, the maximum deflection, the change in differ

ential capacitive sensing technique, linearity of the differential capacitive, and capacitive sensitivity

the circuit designed for readout was derived. The resonance frequency of the sensor structure was in

vestigated and the simulation results were analyzed.

The analysis of the simulation result showed change in capacitance sensing in a certain range (50m

Nmeter to IK Nmeter) of external AC applied field. The change in the capacitance showed both a

linear and nonlinear relationship beyond that range. The sensitivity of the differential capacitive in the

range of the linearity of the system was calculated (0.0212 x 10 -IS Farad ). The output voIl-
A I meler

age due the capacitance change showed a linear relationship in a certain range and nonlinear beyond.

The use of the sensor in how to measure a current flowing in single or double wires was discussed in

terms of the sensor position to the line current and the equation of the measurement was modelled for
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the linear output of the sensor in both cases single and double wire. The main application of this micro

cantilever is in current measurements with the aim to develop a non-contact current sensor mote.
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CHAPTERl

NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

l.l BACKGROUND

Remote measurement in the energy technology rector is a topic of current value and concern. Pres

ently, measurements are done with voltage divider network, current shunt and current transfonners.

Special purpose le's are currently under development to facilitate such measurement without

highly expensive isolation amplifiers for the low voltage electronics. A case of this development is

the PlC 16F9xx interfaced with MCP3905 currently heing researched by a student under the B

Tech department.

Electrical power sensors could be developed using new technology in applications such as deter

mining the power consumption of big cities during the peak usage period. MEMS technology can

offer a good solution by designing a non-contact current sensor which can be used to measure the

power consumption. The idea behind wireless is to provide an accurate reading, since we are meas

uring power consump?on by means ofa non-contaet current detection, as well as safety.

Electrical power sensors are used to measure characteristics of ele,ctric power such as voltage, cur

rent~ power, and potential degradation of insulation due to age. For AC circuits, an electric power

sensor can also be used to measure pO\\'er quality. Some electrical power sensors are incorporated

into transformers or other components of the power distribution grid. Typically, these electrical

power sensors measure one or more physical characteristics and convert them into electrical signals.

Basic electric power sensor categories include electrical capacitance, electrical frequency. electrical

resistance. and electrical conductance sensors.

Electrical power sensors use different technologies to measure electrical characteristics. For exam

ple. Hall Effect sensors measure voltage, current, and power levels by using a current perpendicular

to a magnetic field to cause an electric potential [5. V. Marshall, G. G. 5kitek, 1990]. To measure

the condition ofaging insulation, sensing methods include degree of polymerization, insulation re

sistance. power frequency dissipation factor, and polarization index measurement. Additional

methods use voltage response measurements, in which the electrical characteristics of a circuit are

determined from the amplitude and phase of a test current flo\\ing througb a circuit



In this research we will achieve current measurement by means of a non-destructive, non invasive

technique based on MEMS technology. We will overcome the problem of isolation circuitry and

develop a unique non-invasive electric utility measurement device that can be deployed virtually

anywhere including distributed generation and end user facilities.

1.2 RESEARCH TOPIC

The title of this study is:

Development ofa non-contaet current sensor based on MEMS technology.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this study is to develop a non-contact current sensor based on MEMS

technology. In particular, the study investigates the design. modelling, and simulation of micro

structure cantilever-beam and the capacitive transducer for current measurement.

In the process of realizing the primary objective, several secondary objectives are also identified as

follows:

1.3.1 ANALYSIS OF 1\IE1\IS CANTILEVER BEAl\!

In this part we look at the material structure, design specification, modelling and analysis of spe

cific cantilever design. For certain applications, materials have to be selected based on their electri

cal and magnetic properties. The dynamic analysis of the cantilever will be investigated which in

cludes the beam deflection due to external applied magnetic field. effective dimensions of the canti

lever, and resonance frequencies of the cantilever. Conventor\Vare sofuvare will be used to design

and analyze the micro-cantilever.

1.3.2 CAPACITIVE TRANSDUCER

In this part we will design a capacitive transducer based on the actuator designed. This includes

modelIin~ linearization and sensitivity analysis of the capacitive transdu(;er. ,"re also need to look
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at the circuit design for sensor readout in order to predict the behaviour of the sensor. The simula

tion analysis ofcapacitive transducer integrated with the circuit readout is possible by using Coven

torWare and utilizes comparison between the sensor modeJling and the simulation results.

Since this is an emerging academic field, the study should conclude by indicating areas for further

research.

1.4 OUTLINE OF THE LITERATURE STUDY

The literature study follows a logical approach in which the starting point is a general discussion

about MEMS magnetic and current sensors, including their basic principles operations.

The strategy review begins with chapter two which is an involved introduction to MEMS technol

ogy by presenting some of the historical background, applications, and progress through the use of

this technology in developing current sensors.

The study continues by discussing current measurement and sensing techniques in chapter three. Jt

explores characteristics of current measurements and it identifies the field of the research interest.

The literature study concludes vlith a review of MEMS current sensor and the progress through the

use of the technology in the field of current measurements.

1.5 THE SCOPE AND U:\1ITATIO:-iS OF THE STUDY

This study will be geographically confined to the design, modelling, and simulation analysis. How

ever there are some limitations as described below.

1.5.1 Limitations

The study win incorporate the latest findings and material in the literature and in practice. The fol

lowing topics will not be part of this study:

(I) RF for interfacing.

(Il) The specific silicon fabrication of MEMS sensor.
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1.6 RESEARCH METHOD APPROACH

Having fonnulated the objectives, research question and motivated the scope of the study, the spe

cific research method approach to be followed is discussed.

The literature study will provide background and insights into the research statement and pennit an

in-depth analysis.

The literature study will involve:

• a study of the relevant journals, books, newspapers, electronic publications, websites, and

all other fonns of published material

• the examination of papers presented at conferences

• personal communications ,"vith local and international experts in the field

• the use of keyword searches in the full text academic research databascs such as Emerald.

EBSCO Host and ScienceDirect

• the application of web search engines such as Google

The core fields of study will include:

• Structure and Designs of MEMS cantilever

.- Model approach ofthe sensor dynamics

• Capacitive Transducer design

• Linearization analysis

•. Simulation analysis of the sensor

Further fields of study may be revealed by cross-references or citations. These will be followed up

and studied for their relevance.

1.7 LAYOUT OF THE D1SSERTATIOS

In order to achieve the objectives of the study discussed above the following chapters and content

ofthis dissertation are structured as follows:

Cbapter 2: This chapter introduces MEMS Technology by presenting some of history background

and applications.
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Chapter 3: This chapter reviews the teclmiques of current measurement including: shunt resistor,

current transformer, Hall Effect sensor, Rogowiski coil, Fluxgate current sensor, SQUID sensor,

nuclear precession. fibre optics, and other techniques. It concludes with a review of Micro

electromechanical sensors.

Chapter 4: This chapter discusses the modelling of the equation that describes the sensor dynamic.

This inClude modelling of the magnetic moment of a magnetic cantilever-beam placed in a mag

netic fiel~ the deflection of the beam, the natural frequency of the cantilever-beam, the maximum

deflection, the change in differential capacitive sensing technique, linearity of the differential ca

pacitive, and capacitive sensitivity. The chapter also presents the circuit designed that will be used

for sensor readout, as well as the electrostatic modelling.

Chapter 5: This chapter presents a full description of the sensor, including cantilever-beam de

signed with capacitive sensing techniques and some description of the main steps of simulating the

sensor design using CoventorWare software.

Chapter 6: This chapter presents the simulation and analysis result of the sensor design. Analyzing

discussion ofeach simulation used to verifY the sensor model will be included in this chapter.

Chapter 7: This chapter concludes the thesis. It reviews the study in terms of the research prob

lem,. sensor development modelling, design, simulation, analysis and ends with recommendations

for further study.

1.8 SUMMARY

This chapter introduced the background and context of the study. It covered the research topic title

and the objective of the research. The primary research objective was discussed. which is to de

velop a non-contaet current sensor based on MEMS technology. Secondary objectives are to inves

tigate the design, modelling, and simulation analysis of micro-structure cantilever-beam and the

capacitive transducer of a current sensor.

The chapter concluded with the layout of the dissertation in order to achieve the objectives of the

study. The next chapter introduces MEMS Technology in a brief discussion of the historical back

ground and application.
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CHAPTER 2

2 INTRODUCTION TO MEMS TECHNOLOGY

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a brief introduction to MEMS technology will be presented to provide a background of

the field and its interest in developing devices and sensors. This includes the MEMS historical back

ground and some applications.

2.2 MEMS BACKGROUND

Micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) is the integration of the element, sensors, actuator, and elec

tronics in a common silicon substrate through micro-fabrication technology. MEMS technology has

grown from early implementations in products such as pressure sensors to a pervasive technology used

to produce high-volume solutions such as automotive airbag sensors and aerospace equipment. MEMS

manufacturing uses high volume, integrated-circuit (IC)-style batch processing. There are multiple

ways to manufacture MEMS, because the technology encompasses several different approaches [Ly

shevski, S. E, 2002].

MEMS has a unique ability to collect information, process it, determine a course of action. and then

act as a trigger by communicating through an electronic interface. These capabilities allow MEMS to

provide advanced applications for smart devices technology, such as collision avoidance systems and

wireless handsets. Integrating electra-mechanical, optical, and electronic circuits all on the same chip

simplifies design and fabrication, and improves reliability because of fewer interconnects and compo

nents. As a result, MEMS is seen as a cost-effective candidate for the next-generation solution across

multiple markets.

2.3 I\IEI\IS HISTORY

An amazing accurate description of MEMS technology was predicted in 1960 by Nobcl Laureate

Richard Feynman of Caltech. In this speech, Feynman pointed out the new obvious possibilities of

mass information storage in atom units and scaling issues in an attempt to micromechanics [Feynman

R, 1960]. After more than twenty years, he clearly predicted the sacrificial layer technology and many



production techniques in making micromotors and microtools. The first silicon-based micromechanics

structure was developed way back in 1965 by Nathanson and Wickstrom [Nathanson H C, and Wick

strom R A, 1965] when they published their work on resonant gate transistor (RGT).

The Electrical Engineering department of Stanford and Case Western Reserve University pioneered

the fabrication ofpressure sensors using piezoresistive and capacitive sensing methods in 1970 [Ko W

H, Hynecek J, and Boettcher SF, 1976, Wise K D, and Clark S K, 1978]. The lamb wave ultrasonic

device using thin film deposition of aluminium and zinc oxide as well as silicon etching was devel

oped by a group at VC Berkeley [White R M, 1970].

The historic paper in the 1980s, written by Kurt Petersen in ]982, was "Silicon as a mechanical mate

rial" which outlined the important mechanical properties of silicon and many processing techniques

that were taking place intermittently at the time [Petersen K E, 1982]. The paper provided the follow

ing three major reasons as of how silicon-based micromachine can be successful: I) they provide func

tions which cannot easily be duplicated by any conventional analogue or digital circuit. 2) they satis

factorily solve the inherent problems of mechanical reliability and reproducibility, 3) the fabrication

techniques are totally compatible with standard le processes since Iow-cost high-yield device tech

nologies are most liked only if well established mass fabrication processes can be employed, Ink jet

nozzle arrays, torsion optical mirror scanners accelerometers, electromechanical switches, cantilever

light modulators were applications of MEMS described, therefore recognizing silicon-based technol

ogy micromachining as a technology field of its own.

.MicrovaIves and pressure sensors in Japan ",'ere pioneered by Esashi [Esashi M, 1993]. Neural probes

for neural prosthesis were advanced by Wisc's group at university of Michigan and silicon devices for

biomedical engineering applications were led by Ko at case Western Reserve university. Polysilicon

surface micromaching started with Howe's chemical vapour sensor in 1984 (Howe R T, & Muller R S,

1988). In Germany, a fabrication technique for high aspect ratio tall structure was developed from

post-war nuclear technology with the high energy [Ehrfeld et ai, 1987]. Hybrid fabrication processes

bridging different baseline processes has been developing since 1990. Some of the processes involved

the interaction between the surface and bulk micromachining [Konishi S & Fujita H, 1993]. As we

begin the 21" century, MEMS Technology seems to have the potential 10 penetrate almost any tech

nology known to mankind. The trend of MEMS, being mostly microsensors, will evolve into a micro

aenuators-led technology [Gabriel K J, 1995]. Technically the development of Microelectronics and

Integrated Circuit (lC) led to the MEMS field, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1 [Noh H M, 2007].
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ICIMEMS Timeline

Figure2.1: From le to MEMS

2.4 MEMS APPLICATIO:'Ii AND MARKETS

There are several applications for MEMS rechnology [Lyshevski, S. E, 2002]. The diagram in figure

2.2 shows the MEMS application field since 2004 and the prediction of future application in 2009

[Salomon P R, 2007].

2004 2009

Figure2.2: MEMS Application field in 2004 and 2009
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Medical and life Sciences

MEMS technology is enabling new discoveries in science and engineering such as the Polymerase

Chain Reaction (peR) micro-systems for DNA amplification and identification, micro-machined

Scanning Tunnelling Microscopes (STMs), biochips for detection of hazardous chemical and biologi

cal agents, and micro-systems for high-tbroughput drug screening and selection [Lyshevski, S. E,

2002]. This field of application is predicted to increase in the next few years as shown in the figure

2.2.

Telecommunications

High frequency circuits will benefit considerably from the advent of the RF-MEMS technology. Elec

trical components such as inductors and tunable capacitors can be improved significantly compared to

their integrated counterparts if they are made using MEMS technology [Lyshevski, S. E, 2002]. With

the integration of such components, the performance of communication circuits will improve, while

the total circuit area, power consumption and cost will be reduced. The telecommunication application

has not taken a large capacity compared to the medical application, though it is predicted to increase

slightly in the coming years as clearly demonstrated in the diagram.

Automoth-e

Automotive application has tsken a large capacity in the field of MEMS application. The well-known

sensors in this field are accelerometers and gyroscopes. MEMS accelerometers are used in industrial

and automotive applications where detection of motion is required [Veijola T, Kuisma H & J Lahden

peril, 1998]. Recently, small-sized and high-performance acceleration sensors have been fabricated

using MEMS cantilever technology and equivalent electrical circuit techniques. This technology has

made it a possibility to integrate the accelerometer and electronics onto a single silicon chip at a lower

cost, therefore being more functional, lighter, and more reliable. Unfortunately, the future of this ap

plication is not growing. In fact it is decreasing slightly. Figure 2.3 shows the market brcakout of

MEMS products from 2004 to 2009 [Salomon P R, 2007].
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In conclusion, the chapter introduced MEMS Technology by presenting some of history background

and applications.
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CHAPTER 3

3 CURRENT MEASUREMENT AND SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Shunt resistor, transformers, and Hall sensors are traditional technologies that have been used to

measure a current flowing in a wire. Shunt resistor techniques are used to directly measure the amount

of current, while transformer techniques are used to indirectly measure the current through the secon

dary winding. Hall sensor techniques are based on the Hall Effect principle, which is a means of sens

ing the magnetic field produced by a current. While research is growing in magnetic field sensing

technology, development of other technologies has also emerged. Many types of magnetic sensors

with different techniques and various applications have been developed. One of the main applications

is in current measurement and sensing techniques. The main advantage of the current sensing tech

nique is sensing the magnetic field produced by the current under test in a contact-less measurement,

due to the safety needed in case of high current measurement. In this chapter,an overview of the trac}i

tional current sensing technologies will be presented. as well as the new technologies that were used in

the magnetic field sensing techniques. This will also include MEMS techniques.

3.2 MAGNETIC FIELD SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

Several methods have been developed and used for sensing magnetic fields. The most common meth

ods and their practical limits of sensing magnetic field are illustrated in Figure 3.I[Lenz J E, 1990,

Bahreyni, 2006]. The average value of the magnetic field that anyone of these technologies can be

used to detect high or low field is around the order of! 0 -3 T. The output of the magnetic sensors is

either analogue or digital, therefore allowing it to be divided into two groups. Analogue sensors output

provide a continuous signal with change of the present magnetic field. Most magnetic field sensors

belong to this group. However, in many cases, a sensory system has to communicate with a digital

processor and the use of an analogue-to-digital converter is inevitable if an analogue sensor is used as

it adds to the overall cost of the system [Bahreyni, 2006]. A digital output on the sensor can be used

more easily for such an application.
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Figure 3.1: Technologies of sensing magnetic field

Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of various magnetic sensor technologies and the detectable magnetic

field range. As is evident, devices using SQUID are very broad in range and sensitivity while others

like Magneto optical are applicable over only a short range of magnetic field strength.

A brief discussion of the principles of the magnetic field sensing technologies will take place in the

sections that follow as- partof current sensing technologies.

3.3 CURRENT SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

3.3.1 CURRENT SHUNT RESISTORS

Shunt resistors are simply a resistive element placed in series with the load. The principle is based on

Obms law where the voltage drop acrOSS the device is proportional to the current [Ripka, 2004, Koon

W, 2007]. This technology can provide an accurate -measurement for low current but in the case of

large current, tbey are impractical if not impossible because the shunts become bulky and heavy and

the voltage drop causes heat dissipation. They are also not insulated and the conductor should be dis

connected for mounting purposes [Dickinson R & Milano S, 2002]. Shunt resistors with high perform-
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ance thermal packagiI!g have been developed for large currents, although they still result in insertion

loss. In addition, they do not provide a measurement isolated from transient voltage potential on the

load. Shunt resistors also require other circuitry such as instrumentation amplifiers to generate distin

guishable signals for measurement [Koon W, 2007].

33.2 CURRENT TRANSFORMERS

Current transformers are relatively simple to implement and are passive devices that do not require

driving circuitry to operate. These transformers have a primary coil with a few turns and a secondary

coil which should ideally be short circuits [Ripka P, 2004, Koon W, 2007]. The primary AC current

will generate a magnetic which is coupled into secondary coil by Faraday's law. The magnitude of the

secondary current is proportional to the number of turns in the coil. which is typically as high as

> 1000. The secondary current is then sensed through a sense resistor to convert the output to voltage.

The current transformers amplitude and phase errors depend on the core material and size, coil geome

try, amplitude and frequency of the measured current, and also on the value of the burden. Relative

current ratio error of a transformer with Nano-crystaIline Vitroperm 500 F is very small and phase er

ror is almost constant. even for law value of the primary current [Dickinson R & Milano S, 2002]. The

advantages of current transformers are: contact-less current measurement, detecting high current. low

power consumption, and low temperature shift.

333 CURRENT SEl'iSORS USING HALL EFFECT

Hall sensors are among the most commonly-used types of magnetic field sensors [Lenz J E, 1990, Van

Dau et ai, 1995, Carvou et ai, 2002, Dickinson R & Milano S, 2002]. The magnetic force on a moving

electron in a conductor will produce a slight displacement between the electrons and the positive ions

of the stationary lattice structures. As a result of this a voltage will be generated perpendicular to both

the current and the field. This principle is known as the Hall Effect. This principle has found

applications in many sensor devices.

When a magnetic field is perpendicular to a current and thin metal sheet, as shown in Figure 3.2, a

Lorentz force is exerted on the current [Marshall & Skitek, 1990]. This force disturbs the current

distribution, resulting in a potential difference (voltage) across the output. This voltage is called Hall

voltage VH ' and is directly proportional to the current and the magnetic field, albeit of being of very

small in order (micro-Tesla).

13
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Figure 3.2: Hall Effect principle

The relationship is given by:

(3.1 )

where n"and q" is the free electron density and electron charge respectively, and d is the v"ridth of the

conductor metal sheet.

The most sensitive Hall sensors are made of InSb and III-V semiconductors. However, sensors made

of InSb require dedicated fabrication processes.

3.3.4 ROGOWSKI COIL CURRENT SENSORS (SEARCH COIL)

Rogowski coil also known as di/dt coil, is used to measure AC current. transient current. and change in

DC current. It is based on search coil technique for sensing magnetic field. Schematic on figure 3.3

shows simple search coil. It is made ofcoil with or without core. The operation principle of these sen

sors is based on Faraday's Law of Induction. If the magnetic flux inside the coil changes a voltage

proportional to the rate of change of the flux is generated between the coil leads [Lenz J E, 1990,

Ripka P, 2001]. The sensitivity of the search coil depends on the permeability ofthe core material (fer

romagnetic core increases the sensitivity), the area of the coil, the number of turns and the rate of

change of the magnetic flux through the coil.
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The Rogowski coil is designed to cancel the far field while the near field will remain. This is to avoid

the possibility of interference occurring which is usually far field related. Rogowski devices are ex

tremely linear and have air cores which make construction simple. However, in terms of signal proc

essing, the output of the coil should be integrated because it is sensitive to the rate of the current (di/dt)

[Ripka P, 2004]. The advantage that the Rogowski coil have in addition to that of current transformers

is that no DC or high current saturation is possible. This is because the saturation of the air-eore in a

Rogowski coil is extremely high compared with ferrite cores of nonnal current transformers. The air

core also has a linear phase response and low cost [Koon W, 2007].

3.3.5 FLUXGATE CURRENT SENSORS

Fluxgate sensors measure the magnitude and direction of the IX: or low AC magnetic field in the

range shm\n in figure 3.1 [Lenz J E, 1990, Ripka P, 2001]. These sensors are one of the most sensi

tive magnetic field sensors. The basic sensor principle is illustrated in Figure 3.4. As all ferromagnctic

materials exhibit hysteresis, a sinusoidal current applied to drive coil causes the core to reach its satu

ration magnetization once every half cycle. The sense coil then detects a nonlinearIy distorted signal.

The output signal includes even harmonics of drive signal, and most importantly, the second har

monic. The voltage associated with harmonics is proportional to the external magnetic field [Ripka P,

2001].

A novel DCIAC current sensor based on the fluxgate principle has been presented [Ripka et ai, 2005].

The sensor is embedded in a print circuit board (peBl that required the current to be sensed by passing

a current canying wire through an opening in the centre of the PCB. A linear characteristic with error

of 10% has shov.n. Other fluxgate current sensor integrated in printed circuit board with different

characteristics has been introduced [O'Donnell et ai, 2006].
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3.3.6 SQUID CURRENT SENSORS

Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices (SQUID) are one of the most sensitive magnetic sen

sors available. [Lenz 1 E, 1990, lanawadkar et ai, 1999, Krause H 1 et ai, 2002, Fujita H, 2006]. The

sensitivity of these sensors is on the order of femto-teslas. Besides their use in the laboratory, they

have a rich application potentia] in areas such as geophysics, bio-magnetism and non-destructive test

ing of materials. The basic phenomena governing the operation of SQUID devices are flux quantiza

tion in superconducting loops and the Josephson Effect. For more details descriptions refer to Ripka

[Ripka, 2001]. SQUIDs are operated as either RF or DC SQUIDs biased on 10sephsonjunctions. Fig

ure 3.5 shows superconducting flux transformer inductively coupled to SQUID. SQUID devices have

been used to detect magnetic field in several applications [Penna S D, 2006]. One of the main

applications besides current measurement is in medical imaging purposes, v.'hereby measuring

the neuro-magnetic field of the humans. Some other applications include: modulated excitation

arrays. rotating field schemes, sensor multiplexing, magnetic moment detection, and microscopy set

ups [Krause H J & Kreutzbruck M. v, 2002].

SQUID

Q
PoW-ContaCt Junctioo

figure 35: Superconducting flux transformer inductinly coupled to SQUID
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Odawara (2003) has developed a non-contact current measUrement system using SQUID [Odawara et

al. 2003]. The sensor converts the measured magnetic flux distribution into a current distribution with

high sensitivity. The sensor has been applied in solar cell system to visualize the area of the solar cell

that does not generate electrical power.

3.3.7 NUCLEAR PRECESSION

Nuclear precession is also known as nuclear magnetic resonators taking the advantage of the response

to the magnetic field nuclei of atoms in hydrocarbon fluid [Lonz J E, 1990, Bahreyni. 2006. Ripka,

2001]. The principle of operation is based on the fact that the protons have small magnetic moment.

When inside a liquid, these protons can be aligned by generating a unifonn field around them using a

coil. Switching off the generated magnetic field makes the protons precess about the ambient magnetic

field. This transitional state of protons induces a signal in the coil which is a function of the strength of

the magnetic field. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of the sensor principle.

Figure 3.6: !\"uclear precession magnetic sensorprinciple

3.3.8 FIRER OPTICS SENSORS

A fiber optic sensor uses the advantage of some material properties such as the magnetostrietive effect.

Magnetostriction is a property of ferromagnetic materials. When this material is placed in a magnetic

field, changes in size will occur [Lenz J E, 1990, Bahreyni, 2006, Ripka, 200 I]. A piece of optical fi

bre is coated with a magnetostrictive material and is used as a leg of Mach-Zcnder interferometer as

shown in Figure 3.7. When the senSor is placed in a magnetic field, a phase shift will be caused be

tween the two legs due to the change in the coated leg dimension. Other optical fibre technology uses

the Kerr effect and External Fabry-Perrot interferometry.
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Figure 3.7: Fibre-optic magnetic field

3.3.9 OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

An external magnetic field can induce changes in the resistivity of the physical magnetoresistor due to

material specifications [Lenz J E, 1990, Bahreyni, 2006, Ripka, 2001]. Material such as permalloy can

be given a preferred initial magnetic orientation. Inside the magnetic field, the direction of magnetiza

tion rotates, which result in the reduction of the material resistance as a function of the magnetic field.

The operation principle is similar to the Hall Effect as shown in Figure 3.8. The difference is that one

of the electrodes is divided into two equal segments.

f---o+

Figure 3.8: Magnetoresistive sensor schematic

The Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) effect is based on the behaviour of electrons travelling through a

magnetic field [Hardner H T, 2000, Simpson J, 2000]. The GMR of several thin layers of magnetic

and non-magnetic material stacked together and over each other changes in magnetic field and elec

trons scattered in each layer differently based on their spin. GMR effect is similar to the giant magnc

toimpedance effect (GMI); the impedance of the material changing rather than the resistor inside the

magnetic field. GMR sensors have several applications in different fields such as automotive industry

and magnetic hard drives.

A magnetodiode is basically a semiconductor diode or PN junction as illustrated in Figure 3.9. The

two regions p and n are separated by undoped silicon [Lenz J E, 1990, Bahreyni, 2006, Ripka, 2001].
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When the diode is forward biased and placed a magnetic field, electrons and holes are deflected in the

same direction. The resistance of this region is a function of electron-hole recombination, which itself

is a function of the external applied magnetic field. The sensitivity of these sensors is better than sili

con Hall devices but their fabrication is more expensive [Ripka, 2001].

+

5jllcon Dioxide

UndQped Silicoo

Figure 3.9: l\1agnetodiode sensor

Magnetotransistor sensors are similar to the magnetodiode sensors. They are a version of npn transis

tor [Ripka, 2001, Schneider et 01,1995]. The difference is that there are two collectors instead of one

as illustrated in Figure 3.10. Both collectors have the same number of charge carriers in the absence of

a magnetic field. In the presence of the magnetic field, the charge carriers are deflected toward one of

the collectors depending on the field direction. The difference of amplifier voltage of the two collec

tors is proportional to the applied field. Hall effect is used in magnetotransistor to detect the magnetic

field [Ripka, 2001].

;>---00..",.

'"""ColkaDr

Figure 3.10: l\lagnetotransistor sensor
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3.3.10 MICROMECHANICAL SENSORS

Recently MEMS have been used for sensing magnetic field for various applications [Leichle et ai,

2003, Pister K S J, 1998, Bourquin F & Joly M, 2005]. The principle ofthese sensors is the interaction

of the magnetic field with MEMS. A review of some of these sensors will be presented in this section.

Cowbum (1997) has designed a micro-cantilever for sensing magnetic field [Cowburn et ai, 1997].

The cantilever was coated with a magnetic material in order to make it sensitive to an external applied

magnetic field. The deflection is measured using a sensitive optical detection system. The sensor has

shmm a sensitivity in the order of]O--4 G (10 nT), and a good linearity over five orders of magnitude

of applied field strength. Other techniques for measuring the deflection may also be used piezoresis

tive or piezoelectrics which were used by Beroulle and PisteT. [Beroulle et al. 2001, PisteT K S J,

1998], but the most common method is via capacitive sensing.

In 1998, Kaienburg and his associates developed a new surface micromachined silicon sensor for de

tecting magnetic field with highly accurate angle detection [Kaienburg et ai, 1998]. A differential ca

pacitance sensing technique was used to measure the deflection. The transducer may also serve as a

reliable position and magnetic field sensor. In contrast to other angle detection sensors, this sensor is

completely based on surface micromachining technology. The fabrication of the transducer is there

fore fully compatible to the fabrication of other surface rnicromachined sensors like accelerometers.

The sarrie technique of measuring a moving structure has been used to develop a magnetic field sen

sor. The magnitude of the deflection is increased by resonant operation in vacuum to increase sensitiv

ity of the sensor!o the magnetic field [Emmerich H & Schofthaler M, 2000].

Kadar has introduced, in 1994 a resonant magnetic sensor based on the principle on Lorentz force [Ka

dar et ai, 1994]. The resonator is a flexible thin silicon plate supported by two torsion bars and a rec

tangular coil attached on top of the plate. When a sinusoidal current is passed through the coil and an

external magnetic field is present, the plate will vibrate. The displacement was detected via capacitive

sensing. A capacitive feedback loop was used to enable the sensor to have a large dynamic range be

cause of the high quality factor of the resonator. The sensor has a nonlinear response which is easy to

solve using the feedback.

The resonating microstructures have the advantage of providing a large output signal and many mi

cromechanical sensors has utilized this advantage to improve their sensitivity or dynamic range [Kadar

et ai, 1994, Leichle et ai, 2001, Temnykh AB & Lovelace R V E 2001, Sunier et ai, 2006, De Angelis
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et aI, 2007]. These sensors use different mechanisms to bring and hold mechanical structure under

resonance.

In current sensing application, most of MEMS-based current sensors are designed to operate by sens

ing and determining the current in a first conductor by making use ofeither the force acting between a

conductor carrying an unknown current and a reference current positioned in the magnetic field pro

duced by the ~own current carrying conductor or the mutual inductance induced between tenninals

of a reference conductor [Berkan et ai, 2006]. For example, a MEMS-based current sensor has been

developed for industrial automation application [DeNatale et ai, 2003]. The sensor consists of a cur

rent carrying beams mechanically· coupled using a rigid backbone support. A perpendicular external

magnetic field to the sensor substrate will deflect the beam laterally. This deflection is sensed ca

pacitively using integrated comb structures. The sensor provides 16-bit resolution over a 4-20 mA

range.

Another kind of design based on the magnetic field torque has taken a place in MEMS current sensors.

Goedeke (2004) introduced a current sensor using a cobalt-eoated micro-cantilever as a detector ele

ment to detect the magnetic field generated by a current carrying wire at point up to 5mm from the

sensor [Goedeke et ai, 2004]. Different structures have been investigated to a chief high sensitivity

and perfonnance. An optical readout based on dual fibre probe technique has been used to sense the

cantilever deflection. This technique is not sensitive to motion as some others optical techniques, but it

has the advantage that it can be used with LED. Other techniques for sensing the deflection due to the

magnetic moment used is piezoelectric material [Leland E S, 2007]. The idea is that the mechanical

element consists of piezoelectric material. A deformation of this material \\~ill produce a voltage that is

proportional to the defonnation which is a function of the external magnetic field.

3.4 SUMMARY

In conclusion, this chapter discussed the techniques of current measurement. This included, shunt re

sistor, current transformer, Hall Effect sensor, Rogowiski coil, Fluxgate current sensor, SQUID sensor,

nuclear precession, fibre optics, other techniques, and Micro-eJectromechanical sensors.
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CHAPTER 4

4 SENSOR MODELLING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the modelling and the operating principles of the sensor will be discussed. In the mod

elling section concerning modelling, an analysis of the sensor behaviour under normal conditions will

be presented. The electromechanical modelling of a magnetic cantilever-beam is first described. This

includes modelling of the natural frequency of the structure, large scale deflection of the beam, capaci

tive transducer operation, and the derivation of the sensitivity.

4.2 MAGI"ETIC CAI"T1LEVER-BEAM

In this section the equation of the deflection of the magnetic cantilever-beam subjected to a sinusoi

dally alternating magnetic field is described based on the work completed by Ruan. Shen and Weeler

[Ruan M, Shen J, & Wheeler C 8, 2001]. The proposed application of the cantilever is to measure the

beam deflection when it is placed closer to a current-carrying conductor. This will make the cantilever

vibrate in relation to the applied magnetic field, and generate a voltage output proportional to the ca

pacitive change in the micro cantilever. It is known that a current-carrying conductor generates a mag

netic field around the conductor. This magnetic field is represented by

H=-'-'
27lT

(4.1)

where H is the magnetic field, i is the current, and r is the distance from the centre of the conduc

tor.

When a magnetic cantilever-beam is subjected to an external applied magnetic field, the free-end of

the magnetic beam will rotate along the y-axis if the magnetic field lies along the z-axis and the beam

is along the x-axis. The rotation is proportional to the applied field and the magnetic sensitivity of the

beam material. If a permanent magnetic field is applied along the beam-length, it will induce sufficient

magnetization depending on the magnitude of the field and the magnetic properties of the beam

material. Higher magnetization ensures high sensitivity to an external field. In this case the magnetiza-



tiOD direction is along the beam-length by neglecting the effect of the others component along the

thickness and the width. Figure 4.1 shows the proposed of the cantilever-beam.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the proposed micro-magnetic cantilenr beam

The assumption is that the beam material is isotropic and homogeneous and has a uniform magnetiza

tion along the beam-length. The magnetic moment of the beam can be expressed as

iii =MV (4.2)

"''here M is the magnetization in the beam and is determined by the external magnetic field (1-1). V is

the volume of the beam. The beam is initially straight having a rectangular uniform shape before it

deforms by the external magnetic field [Youhe Z & Xiaojing Z, 1997]. The magnetic bending moment

( r m) that causes this deformation is obtained using the formula be1ow:

(4.3)

where

Po =4;r x 10 -7 H I m is the permeability of free space. Here we considered an AC field and mag-

netization (jj = Bo sin w1/'= ,m = m o sin ·wI/.x ) produced by an AC current-cunying conductor,

therefore, the magnetic force that acts on the beam-ends to rotatcsthe beam can be derived as follows
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(4.4)

(4.5)

where W f = 2 7r/ is the circular frequency of the current signal, and / is the frequency of the cur-

rent signal. The magnetic force that act sat the beam-ends can be obtained by

F =
T m

m L

T
Fm = 2~ [1- cos(2wftJ]

(4.6)

(4.7)

Equation 4.7 represents the magnetic force that acts at the end of the beam and makes it vibrate around

its equilibrium position.

4.3 STATIC ANALYSIS OF THE BEAM

The dynamic characteristics of this system depend on the geometrical dimension and the material

properties of structure [Hu Y C, Chang CM, & Huang S C, 2004]. There a,c some considerations that

need to be taken into account to simplify the d)l1amic system analysis. The material of the beam fol

lo\\~s_Hook's Law,inthat tlteJlexure is a ,linear spring and _the maximuJ!l tlexure stress in the beam is

less than the elastic limit of the beam.

The relation between the bending moment and the curvature of the beam where the curvature is equal

to the second derivative of the deflection is given by

r(x) = El
8 2 z(x)

a'x
(4.8)

b'
where E is the Young's Modulus, 1 =~ is the moment of inertia, and (El) is called flexural rigid

12

ity. The bending moment at a distance x along the beam obtained by
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T(x)=-F(L-x) (4.9)

Ifwe substitute equation (4.9) into equation (4.8) we can derive the deflection equation as fellows:

El OZo~) = - [,F(L - x)dt

El oZ,(x) = -F(Lx _ X')
ox 2

'ET( ')z(x)=-f Lx-~dx
,,0 El 2

(4.1 0)

Equation 4.10 represents the deflection of the beam varying along the beam length but we are inter

ested in the maximum displacement which occurs by the free-end ofthe beam (x = L) and obtained by

FL 3

----
3EI

(4.11)

The angular deflection can also be represented by the slope of the beam deflection as in equation

(4.12) and also it's varying along the beam length.

B(x) = oz(x) = _ ~(Lx _~)
ox El 2

(4.12)

The maximum angular deflection is given by taking (x = L) and substituting it into equation (4.12)

obtaining

B(L)~
FL 2

---
2El
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By substitute equations 4.3 and 4.6 into equation 4.13, we obtained

B(L)~
L

=---r
2El m

(4.14)

(4.15)

Equation 4.15 represents the deflection at FL (refer to Figure 4.1) and is proportional to the field and

the magnetization.

F

l

Beam

Xl -I
Capacitive Z L+-X1

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the sensor d)"namic

Figure 4.2 shows the beam and the capacitive attached together. In order to derive the deflection at the

end of the attached mass by means at point (L+XI), assuming that the maximum angular deflection is

very small and () (L ) m" = () (L + XI)~ , then we can write

ZL+X = (L + X,)B(L)~,

Substitute 4.1 0 into 4.11, we then obtained

FL'
Z =--(L+X)

L+X I 2£1 I
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= - 11 ,L (L + X ,)m X fj
2E!

(4.18)

Equation 4.18 represents the displacement at a distance Z (L + X I) from the fixed beam-end. This

equation shows that displacement is a function ofthe magnetization and the external applied magnetic

field. In order to ensure a sensing displacement due to a very small external applied field. the initial

value. of the magnetization should be high enough. This can be achieved by increasing the permanent

magnetic field along the beam-length to increase the magnetization.

4.4 LARGE DEFLECfION OF THE BEAM

Large deflection of a free-end cantilever beam has been studied in both linear and non-linear situations

by many researchers. Recently, a solution of a large deflection cantilever beam of non-linear elastic

material under combined loading was done by Lee Kyangoo. [Kyungwoo L. 2002]. Here we are going

to consider a linear elastic materiaL The maximum applied force that does not bend the beam deter

mines the large deflection of the beam. In other words. the total force that causes the maximum stress.

\Vhen the beam stress is bigger than the fracture strength the beam will break. Assume that a force is

applied at the free-end of the beam, then the maximum stress (a mall) is at the anchor of the cantile-

ver-beam given by

(j max
6LF,UfUI

ab'
(4.19)

The maximum magnetic force that can be applied to the cantilever-beam is estimated by taking

( a max = (J ), where a is the fracture strength constant of the material of the beam. Then we write

the ma".:imum force which is called the maximum detectable signal in equation (3.9).

F _ ab'a
''''al - 6£ (4.20)

Once the fracture strength of the beam material is known, we can estimate the maximum force that

does not break the beam. This force includes the maximum magnetic force and any other factors like

electrostatic force and damping force. Zero damping will take place in this model because the dielec-
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tric material between the beam and the base is considered to be a free space as the damping forces pre

sent a challenge in observing the oscillation behaviour of the system [Harmany Z, 2003].

In some applications, the height of the cantilever-beam from the sensor substrate needs to be modelled

in order to avoid contact during the vibration motion. In this case, the ratio of the cantilever-beam de

flection and the height (initial gap) should be very small-that is, the deflection is very small compared

to the beam-height but it can still make sense in the capacitive transducer.

4.5 NATURAL FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

In order to avoid the effect of the resonance frequency on the beam structure, we should predict the

natural frequency of the structure [Rossit C A & Laura P A A. 2001]. The natural frequency of the

cantilever-beam depends on the equivalent spring constant and the effective-mass defined by equation

4.21. Higher natural frequency requires higher ratio of stiffness to effective mass. In other words, the

stiffness must be greater than the effective mass.

(4.21)

where

K eq , M eq is the equivalent mass and spring constant of the structure.

K
eq

;::;

K,q

F

Z(L+X,)

2£1

L'(L+X,)

ab'£

6L'(L+X,)

(4.22)

(4.23)

M", = 0.23 (m + M) (4.24)

where m = abL Pp is the beam-mass and M = 2 X ,Y, Z, P Q is the mass of the plates attached

to the beam free-end.
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f.
ab 3 E

2" 6L'(L + X,)O.23 (m + M)
(4.25)

Using the dimensions of the cantilever and the material properties. presented in the next chapter, the

natural frequency can be calculated ( 0.766 kHz). and compared to the resonance frequency later in

chapter 6.

4.6 DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITIVE TRANSDUCER

4.6.1 LINEARlZATlON ANALYSIS

In this scenario, it is assumed that the movable plate is rigid and moving toward the fixed plate with a

small angular displacement while a magnetic field is applied on the beam. In this case, a small angle

tilted-plate capacitor is assumed for the capacitance sensor between the movable plate and the fixed

plate. This kind of capacitor has two unparallel electrode plates with a small angle between them, as

seen in figure 4.3. The total capacitance (C) of this capacitor is derived from the theory of parallel

plate capacitance and is given by equation 4.26.

1
Average

distance

figure 4.3: Small angle tilted-plate capacitor

(4.26)
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Here li is the dielectric constant, -A:ff is the effective area, and d is the average distance be-e u\'erugt'

tween the two plates. The area of the movable plate is the effective area, which is designed to be

smaller than the area of the fixed plates. Referring to the Figure 4.3, which is constructing a differen

tial capacitive, we can write the equations of the capacitors as

(4.27)

C (
A,jf

u I) = E . ( )

d
z 1

+-
" 2

(4.28)

Fixed plate

f////////

d,

• L

. -. -1. e-.-.-. i

Fixed plate

Movable plate

Figure 4.4: Differential capacitive sensing dimensions

where CL (I) , CV (I) represents the capacitance of the Lower and Upper capacitors respectively.

The difference in the differential capacitive sensor is given by equation 4.29. Now, let

(4-29)

(4-30)
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where Co is the initial capacitance value of both lower and upper capacitors and 6. C (t) is the

change in capacitance.

Co (4.31)

ll.C(t) = ~[CL (I) ~ CV (I)]
2

By substituting equations (4.27) and (4.28) into equation (4.32), we obtained

3!ll
I-(:';1»)' J

2d"

Then the approximation assumption

(4.32)

(4.33)

I - [ ~ ~:r.~ I when [~~:r-<-< 1 is used. This assumption ensures that the ratio of the dis-

placement double the initial gap is small enough, therefore, equation (4.33) can be written as

ll.C(I) = CO [Z(t)]
2 do

ll.C(I) = Co [L + X, ]O(t)
2 do

(4.34)

(4.35)

Equation 4.34 shows the capacitance difference proportional to the angle deflection linearly with a

constant determined by the initial gap, initial capacitance, beam-length, and the movable plate width.
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4.7 CAPACITIVE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity of the cantilever beam is defined by the change in capacitance per applied magnetic

force. Therefore, the sensitivity fannula can be derived as follows

Substitute equation (4.15) into equation (4.35).

!lC

Then

(4.36)

Sen =
!lC
H

= C [L + XI] 6Lf:'" l;nlsin( m,H)
" d" ab' E

(4.37)

The effect of the beam parameters on the sensitivity can be extracted from equation 4.37. The equation

shows that the sensitivity is proportional to the beam-length and inversely proportional to the bcam

width, thickness and the beam-elasticity as \vell.

4.8 ELECTROSTATIC MODELLING

Electrostatic actuation is a common method that is used in MEMS sensors and actuators for the rea-

sons given below [Veijola T, 2001, Mumane et ai, 1996, Boser BE, 1996]:

• The steady state power requirements

• Ease of fabrication

• Constructed from poly-silicon or metals which are usualIy available in micro-machined proc-

ess

• The same structure that is used for actuation can be used for capacitive sensing

In addition, they are easy to use and can be adapted to many different applications. Micro-machined

electrostatic actuators are controlled by applying different voltages to the electrodes rather than di

rectly putting a certain amount of charge on a plate [Bo5Or B E, 1996, Veijola T et ai, 1998]. As a re

sult, the force between two electrodes is always attractive and this means it can be used to pull, not

push. This force is called an electrostatic force and exists between any structures which are either
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changed independently from each other or proportionally. The magnitudcs of these forces depend on

the voltage difference between the objects, their geometry, and the distance between them. The elec

trostatic force is represented by the following equation:

(4.38)

4.9 MEMS CAPACITIVE READ OUT

This section describes the circuit design as part of this research which was used to measure the capaci

tive change and to convert the mechanical energy into electrical energy. Bridge circuits are traditional

techniques which are basically used to measure changes in resistors or capacitors in the arms of the

circuit [Kester W, 2007]. For the majority of the sensor applications employing bridges. however, the

deviation of one or more capacitors in a bridge from an initial value is measured as an indication of the

magnitude or change in the measured variable [Kester W, 2007]. In this case, the change in the output

voltage is an indication of capacitance change. The change it might be as small as tens of nano or mi

cro-volts due to a very smaI I capaci.tance changes.

Since capacitive sensors are used in variety of sensing applications such as acceleration, force, pres

sure. displacement and so forth. different circuits designed for measuring capacitance change have

been developed [Ignjatovic Z & Hocko M F, 2005, Niemainen et ai, 2004]. This provides either ana

logue or digital readouts for both single and double differential capacitors. The presence of parasitic

capacitances associated v,,"ith the signal traces connecting the MEMS capacitive sensor is the major

problem in the measurement ofMEMS capacitive.

..
Co-dC

D

DC

R

c

B

R

Co+dC

v

Figure 4.5: Circuit design for readout
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The voltage output ofthe circuit in Figure 4.5 is depends on the capacitance value and can be given by

(4.39)

4.10 SUMMARY

In conclusion, the chapter discussed the modelling of the equation that described the sensor dynamics.

This includes the modelling of the magnetic moment of a magnetic cant!lever-beam placed in a field,

the deflection of the beam, the natural frequency of the cantilever-beam, the maximum deflection, the

change in differential capacitive sensing technique, linearity of the differential capacitive. and capaci

tive sensitivity. The chapter also presented the circuit design that will be used for sensor readout and

the electrostatic modelling as well.
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CHAPTERS

S SENSOR DESIGN

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a complete geometrical description and material properties of the electromechanical

part of the sensor will be described, in addition to a brief introduction to Coventor software will be

presented in this chapter as well. The main steps of designing the sensor by using the software will

also be presented.

5.2 I:>ITRODUCTION TO COVENTOR

Many laboratory techniques have been developed in recent years to manufacture micro-devices. Soft

ware has also been developed to simulate these devices to assist studies of physical structures. layouts

and analysis of these miniature systems. Coventonvare is a software package designed to accurately

reproduce MEMS design models and support both system level and physical design approaches. The

system level approach uses libraries of tools with a high speed system simulator to create 2-D layer

outputs and the physical approach convert the 2-D to a 3-D model. Th; major components of this

software are the Material Properties Database (MPD), Processor Editor, Architect, Designer, Meshing,

and Analyzer.

Material Properties Database (MPD) is a file provided with the software that contains common materi

als used in MEMS processing. The software allows the user to add or delete new material with access

of modifYing their relevant mechanical. electrical, thennal, lluidic, and other properties.

Process Editor allows the user to create a simulating process flow for micro-fabrication of MEMS and

Micro-fluidics design. Process Editor has three components: process library, process description, and

step parameters. Process library contains folders that include modelling actions (deposit or etching)

such as confonnal shell, delete, planar fill, stack material, and straight cut. Process steps such as ac

tion, material, layer name, layer thickness, step number, step name, and more are provided by the

process description. Editing of selected step parameters are provided by the step parameters.
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Architect parametric library has beeri developed to allow the designer user to simulate and evaluate

multiple design confignrations. The parametric components are building blocks. Each block has a con

nection point that can be used to connect several blocks together in order to simulate MEMS device.

These blocks also have variable characteristics determined by the user. Parametric library contain sev

eral libraries, which are electromechanical, dampers, magneto-mechanics, optics, sensors and actua

tors, and fluidics. With Architect, the user can employ high-level design techniques to create a system

model ofa device that can be simulated using Saber. Saber allows the user to connect and simulate a

system model that can contain a mixed signal either analogue or digital with mixed technology: elec

trical, mechanical, optical, or fluidic using the parametric library component.

Designer is a creation tools especially for MEMS layout. These tools can be used to extract a MEMS

design from an Architect schematic or it can be used to build a device from a process file. Designer

allows the user to access the 2-D layout and convert it to a 3-D solid model for mechanical and electri

cal analysis provided by the analyzer.

Meshing is one of the techniques that were used to determine the stress and strain on a certain physical

structure, which is called finite element methods (FEM) [Mendels et ai, 2006]. The idea of FEM is to

discrete the actual shape of the structures into finite geometrical elements, where each element repre

sents a portion of the physical structure and all are joined by shared nodes. Tbe collection of these

elements and nodes is called a mesh [CovenlorWare, 2006]. The Covenlor provides a meshing 1001

which is easy to use to mesh a solid model. Then the result can be used by Analyzer solvers for vari

ous FEM simulations.

Analyzer solvers allow many different types of simulations to be used to compute electrostatic, me

chanical, thermal, and fluidics solutions. such as capacitance and charge, deformation, hannonic

analysis, natural vibration frequencies, pull in analysis, boundary conditions, and more.
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Figure 5.]: T)"pical Design Flow'. The flow shows simulation and analysis steps of a micro-de\'ice model

using Conntor
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5.3 STRUCTURE AJliD DESIGN·

A micro-<:antilever beam has been designed using MEMS tools in CoventorWare 2006 to sense the

magnetic field. A differential capacitive was attached to the beam to measure the deflection of the

beam. Silicon was the basic material that was used as substrate to build over the micro miniature canti

lever. The beam material is made ofPennalloy (80% Ni and 20% Fe) as one of MEMS material which

has been developed with highly magnetic properties (high magnetic penneability and electrical resis

tivity) for the use of this kind of application [Liu C & Yi Y W, 1999]. Some ofthe physical properties

of the materials are shown in Table 5.1.

The beam was designed to be fixed at onc end while the other end is free. This cantilever design is

called a free-end cantilever-beam. A movable mass has attached to the free-end of the beam. Two

electrodes layers of aluminium has attached to the bottom and top of the movable mass to compose a

differential capacitance with a fixed aluminium layers under and above it. In this case, the motion of

the movable mass \\;11 change the capacitance of both upper and lower capacitors. therefore increasing

the sensitivity of the sensor. Figure 5.2 shows the 3D model of the cantilever designed. The longitudi

nal motion and the extension of the beam material due to an external magnetic field reflected in the

overlapping area between the two. fixed and movable plates. The area of the movable plates is de

signed to be smaller than the area of the fixed plates in order to achieve an overlapping area depending

on the area of the movable plate (effective area). Table 5.2 shows the dimensions of the cantilever and

the capacitive sensing techniques.

The lateral deflection of the beam in response to an externally applied magnetic field perpendicular to

the beam-length generated by a current-carrying conductor is used to change the capacitance and

thereby to measure the current as a function of the magnetic force. To increase the d)'1lamic range and

the sensitivity of the cantilever beam, an applied field along the beam-length can be used as a perma

nent field to induce the magnetization in the material. The source of this permanent field can be an

external embedded source, such as coil.
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Table 5.1: Cantilever-beam Materials properties

Properties Permalloy Aluminum mass

Young's modulus N 1m 2 6.5 x 10 10 7.7xlO lO 7.91 X 10 10

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.3 0.25

Density kg I m' 8.69xlO' 2.3x1O' 5.32 x 10'

Fracture strengtb Nlm 2 '" 600 X 1010
- -

L
i

Figure 5.2: Sensor Design Model
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Figure 5.3: Geometrics of the sensor plane

Table 5.2: Dimensions of the sensor

Dimension Length (pm)

Beam Length L 700

Beam width a 100

Beam thickness b 5

Movable mass length y\ 600

Movable mass width X I 400

Movable plates thickness Z I 5

Fixed plates length Yl
1

700

Fixed plates width X 2 500

Fixed plates thickness Z 2 0.5

Thickness of the Aluminium 0.1

electrode film

Initial gap do 10
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5.4 SENSOR DESIGN STEPS IN COVENTOR

In this section, sensor designed steps in Coventor are described. Figures 5.4 to 5.11 show all the main

steps of sensor design from processing flow through to the 3D solid model. and integrating it with

electronic sensing circuit readout.

o Mass layer

11 Penaan.,. layer

D Sacrifice Ia,er

D Ahlaiaaahyer

11 Sili:usUsbtl'

Figure 5.4: Process flo'"

figure 5.5: Process flow

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the sensor process flow that can be used to fabricate the sensor. This is a se

quences of layers created in the process editor. A full description of this flow to show the thickness

and type of the material and the process description, such as deposit or etch, is shown in Figure 5.6 in

(Appendix A). The beam-layer is stack deposit material in Figure 5.4 and conformal shell deposit in

Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Sensor schematic in architect

Figure 5.6 shows integration of the mechanical part \\'ith the electronics part of the sensor design

which has been created using the tools in Architect library. In this step. the dimensions of the scnsor

length, width, and some others mechanical connection point, such as kont. anchor (beam support) and

physical material properties have been setup. This setup has been sho\\'TI in Figures attached in appen

dix A Right setups will allow access to 2D ofthe sensor model,
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Figure 5.6: Sensor- in la.yout editor-

Figure 5.7 shows the 2D view of the sensor design in Layout Editor. The Layout verifications report

has been attached in Appendix A and displays no error. Success of the 2D layout led to the building of

a3D solid model, as sho"" in Figures 5.8 to 5.11.

..
,

Li,

Figure 5.7: Side l"iew of the 3D solid model of the sensor
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[LJ____________--J

Figure 5.8: Front "ie", of the 3D solid model of the sensor

~-------- .__._------

Figure 5.9: F front ,·iew of the 3D solid model of the sensor

Figure 5.10: Top view of the 3D solid model of the sensor
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Size approximation of the actuator packaging

FigureS.lt: Sensor in box size 1130 pm x 60S pm x30 pm

Figure 5.12: Sensor in box size 1105 pm x 605 Jirn x 30 p.m

5.5 SUMMARY

In conclusion~ a full description of the sensor design, dimensions, materials type and their properties

has been presented. An introduction to the CoventorWare software and some description of the main

steps of simulating the sensor design has heen presented as well.
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CHAPTER 6

6 SENSOR SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTlO;l>

Different types of simulations were performed to predict the sensor performance, to verify the model

ling results, and to validate the assumptions made during the modelling of the sensor. Moreover, simu

lations provided insight into aspects of the sensor performance whose modelling was not possible or

did not yield an easy-to-use result (c.g. the magnetization of such magnetic materials).

CoventorWare's Architect suite has several different parametric libraries such as electromechanical,

dampers, magneto-mechanics and so on. Architect provides a system simulator module, Saber. This

simulator allows the user to integrate and simulate a system model using the tools in MAST and para

metric libraries. Saber Solver provides DC operating point analysis, DC transfer analysis, small signal

AC analysis, Vary analysis, Transient analysis, Sensitivity and Monte Carlo analysis.

Small signal AC and Vary Analysis were performed to determine and analyze the resonant frequency

of the actuator struetlires. Any structure has a resonance frequencies in six directions named by x, y. z,

rx., ry, and IT, where r means the rotation along these axes(x, Y. and z). TheSe frequencies are sensitive

to any change whether in materials propenies or in parameters of the structures.

Transient Analysis was performed to simulate and analyze the behaviour of the sensor. All the simula

lions results are attached in Appendix B and some examples will be presented through the dissection

of magnetic deflection of the beam, capacitive transducer. linearity and non-linearity. and sensor cali

bration.

Sensitivity analysis using these simulation results to predict the sensitivjty and the performance of the

sensor will be discussed in this chapter.

6.2 RESO;l>ANCE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

When a plate of magnetic material is placed in an external magnetic field, the plate will be subjected

to bending due to the magnetic force acting on the plate [Zheng X & Wang X. 2003, Zheng et ai,



1999]. The cantilever-beam is designed to deflect vertically if an external magnetic field is applied

along the beam vertically. To simplifY the dynamic motion, the cantilever-beam must move in a sin

gle-degree of freedom in the direction along the vertical axis of the beam. If the beam is caused to

vibrate due to the magnetic force, capacitance changes occur between the movable plate and the fixed

plate. In this case, it is important to ensure that the basic vibration mode of the structure causes the

capacitance change, and not higher modes that could affect the reading due to smaller variations in the

capacitance value [Wang L, 2005]. Therefore, small signal analysis simulation was performed to ana

Iyze the vibration modes of the cantilever-beam in six directions (x, y, z, rx, ry, and rz) as shown in

Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Resonance frequencies analysis in six directions x. ~', z. n, 1)-, and r-z. The '-alues of these fre

_que-odes are "3r,"ing from 660-40442 Hz

Considering the beam bending moment is along the width (y-axis), leading to a displaccment along the

vertical (z-axis) of the beam length, the vibration modes in the directions of ry and z are interesting

because they can make change in the capacitance by changing the average distance between the plates

[Wang L, 2005]. The resonance frequencies of those two directions are shown in Figure 6.2. Both of

them show two different modes of lower and higher values (660 and 2275Hz) in the range of the simu

lation performed, as shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.

Lateral vibration can normally show more than one modes. The resonance frequencies of rx which is

the rotation of the beam structure along the beam-length does not change the average distancc between

the plates, and the effective area remains constant due to the area of the movable plate (effective area)
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being smaller thari the fixed plate. The vibration mode of the beam structure along x, the longitudinal

vibration, does not cbange the average distance and the effective area of the capacitance.

ill
",,,,,,,,,'l:6E;o52.-3Ill89"/

Figure 6..2: Resonance frequencies in z and ry directions.. Two modes have shown in this simulation for

lateral vibration of the structure

Frgure 6.3: The fUDdamental frequency mode is the lower resonance frequency of tbe sensor structures in

ry direction
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Figure 6.4: The fundamental frequency mode is the lowest resonance frequency of the sensor structures in

z direction

The beam vibration mode along the y and rz does not change the average distance and the effective

area. If we refer to equation 4.26 of small angle tilted-capacitor, the capacitance will remain constant

and hence the mode X, Y. rx. and rz has no affect.on the capacitance. In this case one has to consider a

small angle tilted-capacitor design or eliminate the high frequency from measurements. Therefore,

effects of modes x, y, IX, and rz can be ignored because the frequencies that are generated are much

higher when compared to the first mode ofry and z.

As a result of this analysis, the lower resonance frequency (660Hz) is suitable for the sensor require

ment because there is a vibration mode along z and ry direction, normally called the fundamental fre

quency or the natural frequency.

6.3 DEFLECTION OF THE CANTILEVER-BEAM

The transient analysis simulation of the sensor aids in estimation ofthe spring constant and the amount

of deflection and displacement of the cantilever-bearn. The magnetic cantilever-beam is designed to

case lateral deflection when a magnetic field is applied along the normal of the beam, considering that

the magnetization ofthe material-beam takes a direction along the beam length.
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The magnetization of lbe beam material depends on lbe external applied magnetic field along lbe

lenglh (horizontal) of lbe beam [Rnan et 01, 200I}. Highet magnetic field along lbe beam-lenglh will

indnce high magnetization on lbe magnetic material of cantilevet-beam. A petrnanent sinusoid mag

netic field signal (Hx = lkAlm) along lbe beam-Iength, lbetefore, has been applied in this simulation

analysis to achieve highetmagnetization, see Figure 65."

tn!O; 500
I1""'20000
;,

Figure 6.5: Signal of permanent input field in x·axis direction (along the beam-length) with a fixed ampli·

fude of lk Aim and frequency of 50Hz
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Figure 6.6: Magnetization density·of tbe beam material of zero applied fields. Tbis is the initial value of

the magnetizatioD before reaching the saturation value while tbe input field is increasing
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Figure 6.6 shows the magnetization density induced by the permanent field when no field is applied

along the vertical of the beam. Very small fluctuations ofthe beam motion due to very small magnetic

force are discovered in the simulation in the diagram of Figure 6.7.

The small fluctuation is because of the lateral free vibration which will make very small drift in the

beam length axis from the permanent applied field and then yield to divide permanent field into two

components- one along the beam length and the other normal to it. But the one along the beam length

is very high compared to the other.

Therefore, the deflection, in this case, is considered to be zero, neglecting the small fluctuation of the

beam motion due to the effective mass and other factors that do not make sense on the capacitive sens

ing system. This will be evident in the upcoming in the section regarding the capacitive transducer.

'15'
1-'-
I

0.0 5C'" 100", 1!,Orc :ZOOm 25'~m 3('0", 350", .OQ", £50)", 50':",., '>5')m 60(;m .;5o", 70o", ~!;iJm BOO",
,(:.,

Figure 6.7: Beam deflection of zero applied field. The deflection is zero b)' neglecting the small fluctua

tions of the beam due to the DC "\-oItage and the ",,-eight of the effectin mass

When an external magnetic field is applied along the normal of the beam length (z-axis). a deflection

of order of micro-rad to roil-rad range has been measured. Simulation analysis of various amplitude

values ofapplied fields with frequency of 50 Hz vertically along the beam to predict the sensor behav

iour including deflection. The simulation has been done by applying various fields in a range of 50rn

Almeter to 5k Almeter.
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When a magnetic field of 50m Almeter and 5k ·Almeter has been applied vertically along the beam

length. as in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, a deflection of 0.085 I' rad and 9427.4 I' rad respectively has been

measured, as shown in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. The magnetization (M) in this case, as shown in Figures

6.10 and 6.11 is increased from the initial value that measured when no field was applied. This is be

cause of the deflection which changes the net of the horizontal field component. The increases in

magnetization reach a point at which it is no longer able to continue. This point is called the saturation

point and it is easy to determine, as shown in Figure 6.14.

0" .'. _ • _.~. _': , '•• _ ~ __ .' ,

Figure 6.8: Applied magnetic field along tbe normal of tbe beam-length of amplitude of SOm Almeter and

frequency of 50Hz

figure 6.9: Applied magnetic field aloog the normal of the bea..leogtb of amplitude of Sk Almeter and

freq.e•., of SOHz
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Figure 6.10: Magnc:tization density of the beam material of input field SOm Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis).. The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value oftbe initial amplitude ofzero input

fields

Figure 6.11: Magnetization density of tbe beam material of input field Sk Almeter along the beam-lengtb

(x-axis).. ·The amplitude of tbe signal is increased with small.value of the initial amplitude ofzero input

fields
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(L+XI) from the"beam fixed point (Anchor) can be calculated using the formula in eq"uation4.1 8. Fig

ure 6.15 shows a plot diagram ofthe maximum displacement against the applied magnetic field.
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Figure 6.14: Lincarizatioo analysis of the beam deflection due to the applied magnetic field, .....he beam

shows linear relationship with highly regression coefficient
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Figure 6.15: Maximum displacement at distance of (L+Xl) from the fixed point of the beam agaiDst the

applied magnetic field
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Table 6.1: Measurements of denectio~magnetizatior4 capacitance change, and voltage output when dif

Cerent values of magnetic f".eld have been applied along the vertical of the beam-length

Bz Magdenx Def ~ De~a C

HzNm ~Tesla Tesla rad fF VBnV Vout

0 0 1.0665 -0 0 0 0

0.05 0.06283 1.0534 -0.08505 0.000996 0.000202 0.178745

1 1.2566 1.0557 -1.7689 0.020542 0.004072 3.92445

100 125.66 1.0641 -179.02 2.1002 0.40421 380.375

400 502.64 1.0644 -716.04 8.40825 1.62845 1526.1

700 879.62 1.065 -1252.6 14.754 2.84175 2677.05

1000 1256.6 1.0566 -1792.5 21.2225 4.1003 3839.15

1300 1633.58 1.0673 -2335.1 27.8335 5.365 5043

1600 2010.56 1.0689 -2871.9 34.6415 6.6645 6262

1900 2387.54 1.0709 -3422.6 41.7595 8.0025 7503

2200 2764.52 1.0733 -3972.3 49.1385 9.3965 8840.5

2500 3141.5 1.076 -4520.8 56.929 10.894 10227

2800 3518.48 1.0791 -5085.1 65.3425 12.4405 11671.5

3100 3895.46 1.0825 -5651.7 74.351 14.143 13280.5

3400 "4272.44 1.0863 -6217.5 83.929 16.051 14973.5

3700 4649.42 1.0905 -6798.5 94.5785 18.085 16955.5

4000 5026.4 1.0952 -7377.5 106.5315 20.6315 19199.5

4500 5654.7 1.1038 -6378.4 130.244 25.555 24077.5

,,- - 5000 ·:6283 ·U137 -.9427.4-,-·161.118 32,931" -31304.5- .

6.4 EFFECTIVE BEAM-DIMENSIONS

In this section, the effect ofthe beam cantilever dimension has been studied to achieve an optimal ge

ometrical which led to a sensitive beam. This has been done by studying the deflection against differ

ent size ofthe beam dimensions- length, width, and thickness. The results have been shown in Figures

6.16,6.17 and 6.18.
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Figure 6.16: Deflection oftbe cantllever-beam for discreet values of the beam-lengtb

Figure 6.16 shows linear increment with different slope in deflection, while the beam length increases

in different ranges, 200-400, 500-600,600-700, and 700-800 I'm. The slope of range 700-800 I'm is

very small compared to the others. In range of 400-500 I'm. the deflection has decreased in a very

small range- in other words, the difference in the deflection at length 400 I'm and at length 500 I'm is

very small compared to the others. As result, the 700 I'ffi beam length that used in the sensor simula

tion can still achieve a good sensitivity.
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Figure ~17: Deflection of the cantilever-beam for discreet values of tbe beam-width

Figure 6.17 is showed the deflection against different values of the width in range of 50-300 I'm. A

linear relation for a range of 50-lOOI'm and 100-150 I'ffi of the width with different slopes has been
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observed as in the diagram. From 150 I'm up to 300 I'm , the deflection is increasing but not linear.

Also the change is very small compared to linear part. As a result, the beam-width that was used in the

sensor simulation. which was lOO I'm, can still achieve a good sensitivity.

3.706n ---, • ---.------ ----,-

37(ffi7n __

40 60 60
Inllam_lay",'·>oh(um)

.0, ,,'

Figure 6.18: Deflection of tbe cantilever-beam for discreet values of the beam-tbickness

Fignre 6.18 shows the deflection against different values of the thickness in range of 1-11 I'm. The

result of increasing the heam-thickness is decreasing the heam deflection. From I I'm up to 5 I'm of

the beam-thiCkness, the deflection is decreasing more rapidly than the decreasing in the range from 5

II /lm. As a result, the heam-width that was used in the sensor simulatio~ which was 5 I'm, can still

achieve a good sensitivity.

6.S CAPACITIVE TRANSDUCER

One way to readout the position ofa moving part ofa MEMS device is by optical methods, including:

Doppler vibrometers, which usually are employed at relativity high speed; and Interferometeric tech

niques, which are usually used for low frequency [Cowburn et ai, 1997, Lenz J E, 1990, Bahreyni B,

2006). The sensitivity ofthese methods can be in the sub-urn range, although they are limited. Capaci

tive readout is one of the most widely used in MEMS applications due to its simplicity and ease of

implementation [Li X & Meijer G C M, 2002, Toth et ai, 1996). It is particularly well-suited for Micro

machined MEMS, where capacitances between moving structures are measured. Capacitive sensing is

used in commercially available accelerometers, gyroscope, and other various applications of Micro

systems. The advantages of these devices are the simplicity and the low cost of fabrication process [Li

X & MeijerG C M, 2002, van derGoes F M L& Meijer G C M, 1996, Toth et ai, 1996).
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Therefore, a differential capacitive is designed to measure the beam deflection due to an external ap

plied magnetic field. As outlined in the previous sections the beam does not move from its initial posi

tion when no field (HFO) applied along the vertical of the beam-length but a very small deflection is

measured due to the mass of the structure and others factors. The small deflection does not make sense

in the initial capacitance. as we can see in Fignre 6.15. The initial values of both capacitors are equals

and the measured values is (212.5f Farad), which is extremely close to the model calculation value

(212.4f Farad).

When the AC external applied magnetic field is increased to different values with constant frequency

for example, two different amplitudes of applied fields(50m Almeter and 5k Almeter) has shown

change in the differential capacitance due to the deflection of the cantilever-beam. The change occur

in each capacitor has the same frequency response of the beam vibration which is double of the fre,

quency of the applied field.

The lower capacitor shows an increase while the upper is decreasing in the measured capacitance

value. The change is proportional to the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. This can led to the

fact that the difference in capacitance also should be increased with increasing the applied magnetic

field.

. .,- -,(F) l(S)

T "",

,"==========================~(F)I(s)
T t"",a

00 5011I lOOm l!iO", 21)0", ::>:50", 300", 350'" <l{)O", 450", 50Dm 550", 600", 65Gm 700m 150'" 8GOm..)

Figure 6.19: Capacitance measurement when no external field has been applied. The capacitance has

shown the initials values
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Figure 6.19 is showed the measurements of the capacitance when no external field was applied along

the normal of the beam-length. The top graph in figure 6.19 is the capacitance measured value of the

upper capacitor and the hottom graph is the measured value of the lower capacitor. Both capacitors

they showed equally measured values at respouse time of 112.77 P sec.

Figures 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23 are showed the measurements of the differential capacitance of the

applied field of50In Nmeter and 5k Nmeter with 50 Hz. The measured signal has shown a frequency

value ofdouble the applied field in all cases.

Figure 6.20:_Lower capacitor signal of input field of SOm Almeter. The amplitude of tbe signal is increas

ing~ beginning with the initial value until it reaches a maximum value as a function of the input field

, ! I !
\..!J ,.1 \'

Figure 6.21: Upper capacitor signal of input field of SOm Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing, beginning witb the initial value until it reaches a minimum value as a function of the input field
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figure 6.22: Lower capacitor signal of input field of Sk Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increasing,

beginning with the initial value until it reaches a maximum value as a function of the input field

--~. ,.
.,-~', -..: -- - =--

Figure 6.23: Upper capacitor signal of input field of Sk Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing,

beginning with the initial value until it reaches a minimum value as a function ofthe input field

6.6 LINEARITY AND NON-LINEARITY OF CAPACITANCE CHANGE

The change in capacitance measurements that were obtained for different values of the applied mag

netic field as shown in Table 5.1, has been used to study linearity and non-linearity ofthe capacitance

change. The plotting diagram of these measurements against the applied magnetic field and the beam
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deflection has shown non-linear relation as in Figures 6.24 arid 6.25 respectively. A highly linear rela

tion can he achieved if we considered a smaller deflection compared to the initial capacitance gap-in

other words, to satisJY the approximation condition that lead to modelled equation 4.34. This is clearly

evident in the diagram in Figure 6.26. An equation ofa good linear relation can be extracted ifwe con

sidered a deflection of up to where the curve drifts from the linear line. As a result ofIbis analysis, the

dynamic instability of the capacitive system will he influenced by the nonlinear effect when large de

flection is considered.

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

Applied magnetic field(..o\Itn)

Figure 6.24: Non-linearity of tbe capacitance cbange when large deflection compared to tbe initial capaci

tance gap has been considered
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Figure 6.25: Capacitance cbange against deflection. The linearity is obvious for lower deflection and DOn

linearity for higher deflection
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Figure 6..26: The diagram sbows capacitance change against defleetion. The curve plotted using the simu~

lation results and the linear line is a plot of the modelled equation 4.22

6.7 DIFFERENTIAL CAPACITIVE SENSITIVITY

Since the different capacitive has shoWn a linear relationship for low field, as seen in the diagram in

_Figure 627 below, the sensitivity of the capacitive can be easily calculated by the detennining the lin

ear equation.

12001000800

y :O.0212x

R'=

600

/C---------- -- _

400200

~ 20-
~i 15

i 10

I 5,--

0.'"'-=---~---------~-----.------~-------,
o

Applied magnetic field (AIm)

Figure 6.27: The linear relationsbip of the capacitance change and low applied field
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The linear equation of the relationship between the capacitance changes and the applied field is ex

tracted from the diagram in figore 6.27 with a highly good regression factor of 1.0, and can be written

as

~C~0.0212H

Then the sensitivity ofthe capacitive sensing is given by

Sens~ ~C ~O.0212xlO-IS Farad
H A/meter

6.8 CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR READOUT

(6.1)

(6.2)

Capacitive Sensing Circuit is one ofthe most common and inexpensive measurement methods used in

MEMS sensors [Kaienburg et ai, 1998, Emmerich H & Schofthaler M, 2000, Kadar et ai, 1994). The

design of these circuits is a highly challenging task due to the nature of MEMS sensors, which can

present the analogue designer with several problems [Li X & Meijer GeM, 2002). These include

very low values ofcapacitors that need to be sensed and the large mismatch between them. A possible

solution to these problems is by using a sensing circuit based on a fully differential cascade opera

tional amplifier and using a correlated double sampling (CDS) analogue system as well as a very high

~" ~ over-Sariiplingrateto reducetfii~ various measurements-offset and noises."~-:·'>";"-, c; ,-.:......_-. -~ _. _. ~-- ,,<,~ , •._. ~

In the simulation, a bridge circuit was designed as a readout electronics system to convert the me

chanical sensing system to an electrical signal voltage read out in order to measure the magnetic field

using MEMS magnetic cantilever-beam [Kester W, 2007). The circuit schematic is showed in Figure

6-28 consists of two resistors and the differential capacitors together they composed the bridge. A DC

voltage source has been connected between the two mid points of the resistors and the capacitors (A,

C). Point D is connected to the neutral. The voltage over the C point is depends on the values of the

two capacitors, providing the resistors values are fixed. The voltage at B point is depended on the ca

pacitance value. Therefore, any change in capacitance will led to change in voltage measured at point

B. This change can be expected to be very small due to the small change in the capacitance. An ampli

fier has been attached to the bridge to amplifier the voltage output ofthe sensor.
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The system has measured a very small value of DC voltage at point B when no field has applied along

the vertical of the beam-length. See Figure 6.29. But, when a magnetic field has been applied along

the vertical of the beam-length, an AC voltage with a double frequency of the applied field frequency

has been measured at point B. This voltage is in order of nano-voltage and is proportional to the ap

plied field, as shown in Figures 6.30, 6.31, 6.32, and 6.33.

•
.,

C<>-..: c.....

V u• • Cl .. V t
+

+ne

• •

c

Figure 6.28: Schematic of Sensor Readout Circuit Design.. Change in voltage over point B is a sign of

changing in differential capacitance
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Figure 6.29: Effects ofthe DC voltage OD tbe beam in other words effect of electrostatic force. A very small

de-Oectioo that does Dot make sense in the capacitive sensing system can be occurred in a limited range of

DC voltage
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Figure 6.30: Sensor output voltages at point B of input f'reld of SOm Afmeter. Tbe signal frequency is dou

ble of tbe input field signal frequency. Tbe amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field

@ EB

Figure 6.31: Sensor output voltages at point B of input field of 5k A1meter. Tbe signal frequency is double

oftbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportional to tbe input field
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Figure 6.32: sensor output voltage of input field of SOm A1meter, The signal frequency is double of the

input field signal frequenc,'. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

Figure 6.33: Sensor output voltage of input field of 5k AJmeter. The signal frequent)' is double of tbe input

field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field

6.9 ELECTROSTATIC ANALYSIS

As the electrostatic force depends on the applied voltage, the deflection occurs from this force need to

be analyzed. However, the electrostatic deflection is not the aim but it is the initial deflection that oc

curred before the magnetic field deflection cased. It is important, therefore, to study the effect of the

electrostatic force on the capacitive sensing in order to avoid pull in voltage and other phenomena

[Qiao et aI, 2007, Lee K B, 2007]. In the simulation circuit, a DC of0.6 V has been applied as shown

in the circuit design. This value of the DC has not shown any change in the capacitance-in other

words, the initial capacitance has remained as it is when no field has been applied, as outlined in the
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previous sections. Optimization of the applied voltage has been studied by applying DC voltage in a

range of(-I to 1 volt), as shown in Figure 6.34.

Figure 634: Effect of Electrostatic force ,,'hen DC voltage applied and no field applied along tbe normal

of the beam-length. Very small deflection oecurred in a limited CD voltage and it does not change capaci

tance

As we can see. the zero deflection is at zero voltage. The deflection is increased by increasing the volt

age. The deflection curve is increased very slowly in a range of (-0.8 and 0.8) and faster after reaching

these two points. The deflection value caused by applying a DC of 0.6 volt is very small (-3.8IE-21)

compared to the deflection cased by the applied magnetic field. Therefore, any value of DC voltage in

range of (-0.8 and 0.8) is preferred because it does not make sense in the capacitive system and then

the ·initial capacitance of the capacitors are equal. The DC operating point analysis has confirmed this

result, see Figure 6.35.

-,

212.S:t
ZlZ.s:e

-3.821:-21
o

l'::'JC~",d accuracy is 6.71:_25.

1~ __

; :In:iO::I-a.l- pou.t de

!;.,-~~~~~~~-~..ts. ~Xt t>.mes., -

-
Figun 6.35: DC operating analysis point report. The analysis has heeo done for DC valne of 0.6 volL Very

small deflection has occ:urrecL However, the initial values of both capaciton are equal and they show zero

voltage output
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6.10 LINEARITY AND NON-LINEARITY OF THE SENSOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE

The measurements of the output voltage that was obtained for different values of applied magnetic

field, as shown in Table 5.1 has been used to stody linearity and non-linearity of the sensor output.

Plottingof these measurements against the applied magnetic field and deflection has shown non-linear

relation, as in Figures 6.36. The curve begins from the zero voltage and increases linearly iIp to some

point and then change its behaviour to non-linear

35000 ---.

6000sooo300020001000

o
o

5000

30000 :

~ 25000 

!-20000
5
~ 15000

! 10000

Applied IDagBetic field(Alm)

Figure 6..36: Sensor output voltage against applied magnetic field. The sensor has showed nonlinear rehl

tioo when a magnetic field in range of (0 to Sk) has applied

Although, highly linear relation can be achieved if the applied field. to certain range is limited, as

shown in Figure 6.37. The linear equation of the sensor output of a certain range has a very good re-

uession factor of L ..c.: C';:;::·:.C:C_C'_~ ~_,.,.:.:':"... ' • ••.cc ..'. ._._.•__-••o.o-cc,;,,:,... ".- _".:. :.c.;..;;:.:cc ~,

V=3.8323H (6.3)

where V is the sensor AC voltage output and H is the applied magnetic field.

As a result of this analysis one can design a current sensor of a linear ootput for a certain application

in other words the range ofthe field pioduced by the current need to be specified otherwise the sensor

WIll be influenced by a nonlinear effect for higher applied field.
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Figure 6.37: Sensor output voltage against applied magnetic field.. The sensor has showed linear relation

when a magnetic field in range of 0 to 2.5k has been applied

6.11 CURRENT MEASUREMENT

The externally applied currenH::arrying conductor is the source of the magnetic field to which the

beam will respond. The magnetic force is along the vertical axis of the current- carrying conductor

according to Ampere's Law [Marshall & Skitek, 199OJ-

6.11.1 Single wire

Figure 6-38 is showed the sensor mounted OD wire carrying AC current at a certain distance (r). In this

-""- 'tase;the sensor output ~oiiage equation can b<: deiived by substituting ~ilation 4.1 into ",,;";tion 6.3'

as below.

Figure 6.38: Sensor mounted above single wire
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V =3.8323-
i


2nr
(6.4)

where i is the sensor AC current input and r is the beam sensor distance from the current-cairying con

ductor centre. Using this equation, the Sensor response vanes predictably with distance, which is

shown in Figure 6.39.
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Figure 6.39: Sensor response for distance of 20mm

Figure 6-39 shows the response of the sensor when the sensor assumed to be mounted on top of the

wire with adistance of 20mm above the centre of the wire. The sensor has shown linear response with

a sensitivity of30.512 VIA in current range of 6mA up to 125A at distance 20mm from the centre of
ihe-'W1re.-'~~~~ ,,~, -<--....:::::.....:....,"~--,--;-'-~-'"'.<;:---- -: ....:;.",_··"v ...·- _.<-- - ~ .. - ~

6.11.2 Double wire

Sensor mounted on top

Figure 6.40 shows one way ofsensing a current flowing in a double wire. The sensor is assumed to be

mounted above the wires at distance ·r above the centre of the wires. The distance between the two

wires-centres is 2d. This way has been expressed in the schematic in Figure 6.41 in order to highlight

the effective field and derivation ofthe total field equation.

la this case, the total field generated by the two lines current is given by equation 6.5 [Leland E S,

2007]..
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Figure 6.40: Sensor mounted above double wire
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FIgUre 6.41: Schematic eJ.pression of the sensor above double '",ire

By substituting equation 65 into 6.4, we obtained the sensor output equation, as below.

V =3.8323~( 2 d 2)
1r r +d
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Sensor mounted on side

Figure 6.42: Sensor mounted on side of two wires carrying current

Figure 6.42 shows another way of sensing a current flowing in a double wire. The sensor is mounted

on side of the winos at distance S from the centre of a distance 2d between the two wires-eentres. This

way has heen expressed in the schematic shown in Figure 6.40 in order to highlight the effective field

and derivation ofthe total field equation.

1< s
>1

I H1

< )

2d Hs
H2

In this case, the total field generated by the two lines current is given by [Leland E S, 2007]

(6.7)

By substituting equation 6.7 into 6.4, we obtained the sensor output equation, as below.

V=-308323 i ( 2d 2)
Jr s +d
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.6.12 SUMMARY

In conclusion, the sensor has been thoroughly simulated and the sensor equation produced which cor

relates closely with that of the theoretical model that was developed in the sensor design stage. The

resonance frequency ofthe sensor structure was investigated and anaIyzed. The deflection ofthe canti

lever beam due to the AC applied magnetic field has shown linear relation and the frequency of the

beam motion is double of the excitation frequency signal. The effective beam dimensions, length,

width, and thickness were investigated.

The behaviour of the capacitive sensing system has been analyzed in terms of linearity and non

linearity. In a certain range of{50m Almeter to IK Almeter), the change in the capacitance has shown

a linear relationship and nonlinear beyond that. The sensitivity of the differential capacitive in the

range of the linearity of the system has been calculated. The output voltage, due to the capacitance

change using an integrated circuit (ICs) attached to the capacitive sensing system has been measured

and analyzed in terms oflinearity and nonlinearity. The electrostatic force effect due to the DC source

ofthe ICs was investigated.

The use of the sensor in how to measure a current flowing in single or double wires was discussed in

. terms of the sensor position to the line current. The equation ofthe measurement was modelled for the

linear output of the sensor in case for both single and double wires. The sensitivity of the sensor re

sponse in.the linear range was calculated.

. ,
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CHAPTER 7

7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of the research was to develop a non-contact current sensor based on MEMS technol

ogy. The primary research objective was discussed is to develop a non-contact current sensor based on

MEMS technology. Secondary objectives were to investigate the design, modelling, simulation analy

sis ofmicro-structure cantilever-beam and the capacitive transducer ofa current sensor.

Modelling of the equations that described the sensor dynamic has been presented. This included the

modelling of the magnetic moment of a magnetic cantilever-beam placed in a field, the deflection of

the beam, the natural frequency of the cantilever-beam, the maximum deflection, the change in differ

ential capacitive sensing technique, linearity of the differential capacitive, and capacitive sensitivity.

Chapter 6 also presented the circuit design that will be used for sensor readout, and the electrostatic

modelling as well.

A full description of the sensor including cantilever-beam and capacitive sensing techniques, design,

dimensions, materials type and their properties were presented. An introduction to the CoventorWare

software and the main steps of using it to simulate a design and to analyze the sensor was presented as

well.

The resonance frequency of the sensor structure was investigated and the simulation results were ana-
- - ~ - - - -.. .

Iyzed. The deflection of the cantilever beam due to the AC applied magnetic field has shown linear

relation and the frequency of the beam motion is double ofthe excitation frequency signal. The effec

tive beam dimensions, length, width, and thickness were investigated.

The behaviour of the capacitive sensing system was analyzed in terms oflinearity and non-linearity. In

a certain range (50m Nmeter to IK Nmeter), the change in the capacitance has shown linear relation

ship and nonlinear beyond that. The sensitivity of the differential capacitive in the range of the linear

ity ofthe system has been calculated. The output voltage due to the capacitance change using an inte

grated circuit (Ies) attached to the capacitive sensing system has been measured and analyzed in terms

of linearity and nonlinearity. The electrostatic force effect due to the DC source of the ICs was inves

tigated. The use of the sensor in how to measure a current flowing in single or double wires was dis

cussed in terms of the sensor position to the line current. The equation ofthe meaSurement was mod-



elled for the linear output ofthe sensor in both cases single and doublewire. The sensitivity ofthe sen

sor response in the linear range was calculated.

As we understand the greatest challenges in MEMS fabrication and simulation devices are to get the

simulation result in agreement with the tesling results of the physical device. The difference normally

happened dne to the change in dimension or physical properties during the fabrication process of the

sensor. As a future plan, we send the sensor design to foundry to be manufactured for experimental

and further research development.
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9 APPENDICES

9.1 APPENDIX A

Sensor Design

To create a solid model of the sensor. materials and their properties specification need to choose from

the Material Properties Database (MPD) file.

Cl Ne"'IIl;;jpn;;1'---------_..

:Elasl'i; COllsta'lts

Figure 1: Materials data base settings
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9.2 APPENDIX B

Transient analysis of different amplitudes (50m to 5k Aim) bnt with a constant frequency of 50 Hz of

applied magnetic field along z-axis has been simulated in order to validate and predict of the sensor

hehavior; Magnetization density, beam deflection, lower and upper capacitors, and voltage output has

shown in figures bellow for each single simulation (2.1-2.18).

Figurel: Applied magnetic field along z-axis of 50m Almeter with SO Hz
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2.1 Results of input field Hz= SOm AIm

Figure 1.1: Magnetization density oftbe beam material o(input field 50m Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis).. The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from tbe initial amplitude of zero input

field

I
I

''fll~,:, ;:',!Ocm ':300->' "40.em'," .<' "§O~

'" .

Figure 1.2: Deflection beam of input field of SOm Afmeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in·

pu~ fie1«:t "'jth dou~lefr~ut:Reyof the !oput freque~cl.Tbe negative sign means the an~ar deflection is

clockwise

Figure 1.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of SOm A1meter.. The amplitude of the signal is increasiog

begins l1ritb tbe initial value till reach a maximum value 85 a function of the input field
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Figure 1.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of SOm Afmeter. Tbe amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with tbe initial value till reach a minimum value as a function oftbe input field

Figure ].5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 50m Almeter. Tbe signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field

Figure 1.6: Sensor output voltage ofioput field ofSOm A1meter~ Tbe signal frequency is double oftbe iD~

put field signal frequency~The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field
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2.2 Results ofinput field Hz = I AIm
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Figure 2.1: Magnetization density oftbe beam material of input field] Almeter along the beam~lengtb (1:

axis). The amplitude 0f tbe signal is increased with smaU ~alue from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 2.2: Beam deflection of input field of 1 Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the input

field ,dth double frequency of the input frequency. The negative 5igo means tbe angular deflection is

clockwise
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Figure 2.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of I Almeter. Tbe amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins ",-itb. tbe initial value tilll"eaCh a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 2.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 1 A1meter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with the initia! value till reacb a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 2.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of I Afmeter. 'the signal frequency is double of

the input field signal rrequeoc,·. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

Figure 2.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 1 Almeter. The signal frequeucy is double ortbe input

field signal frequency ~ The amplitude of the signal it proportional to tbe input field
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2.3 Results ofinput field Hz = 100 AIm
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Figure 3.1: Magnetization density of tbe beam material of input field] 00 Almeter along tbe beam-length

(x-axis). Tbe amplitude of the signal is increased with small \'aloe from the initial amplitude ofzero input

fields

Figure 3.2: Beam deflection of input field of 100 Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field with double frequency of the input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection is

clockwise
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Figure 3.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of 100 Almeter. The amplitude oftbe signal is increasing

begins with the initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 3.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 100 Almeter. Tbe amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with the initial value till reacb a minimum ,,'alue as a function of the input field
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Figure 3.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 100 A/meter. The signal frequency is double

oftbe input field signal frequency.. The arnplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field
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Figure: 3.6: Sensor output voltage of input rteld of 100 Almeter.. The signal frequency is double of the input

field signal frequency.. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the inpnt field
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2.4 Results ofinput field Hz = 400 AIm

Figure 4.1: Magnetization density of the beam material ofinppt field 400 Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from tbe initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 4.2: Beam deflection of input field of 4~O Almeter. Tbe signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field with double frequency of the input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection is

clockwise
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Figure 4.3: Lower capacitor sigDal of input field of 400 Almeter. ne amplitude orthe signal is iRcnasiDg begins wit.

the iaitial value till reach a maximum value as a fuactio. of the input rJeld
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Figure 4.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 400 A/meter. Tbe amplitude of tbe signal is decreasing

begins witb tbe initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of tbe input field

- - . -.
Figure 4.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 400 A1meter. The signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. Tbe amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field

Figure 4.6: Sensor output voltsge of input field of 400 Almeter. The signal frequency is double of tbe input

field signal frequency. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportional to tbe input field
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2.5 Results ofinpuUield 0000 Aim

--~<I<1 ,_
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Figure 5.1: Magnetization density oftbe beam material of input field 700 A/meter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is iocreased witb smaU value from the initial amplitude of zero input
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Figure 5.2: Beam deflection of input field of 700 Afmeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field ",'jtb double frequency of the input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection is

dockwise

Figure 5.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of 700 Almeter. The amplitude of tbe signal is increasing

begins with tbe initial value till reach a maximum value as a function o~ the input field
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Figure 5.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 700 Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with the initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of tbe input field

..

Figure 5.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 700 Almeter. The Signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field

Figure 5.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 700 Almeter. The signal frequeoty is double of the input

field signal frequeo&:y. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportiooal to tbe iDpot field
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2.6 Results of input field of 1 k AIm

..

Figure 6.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 1k Almeter along tbe beam-length

(x~axis). The amplitude oftbe signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 6.2: Beam deflection of input field of lk A/meter. The signal amplitude is proportional tu tbe input

field with double frequency oftbe input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection is

clockwise

..... ; ... -----. - ~ . -. -- . ".:

Figure 6.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of Jk Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins with the initial value till reach a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 6.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of lk A/meter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with tbe initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field

Figure 6.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of Ik Almeter. !be signal frequency is double of

the input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

··r~~'!!

-._--_ .... '.'-

figure 6.6: Sensor output voltage ofinput field of 1k Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the input

field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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2.7 Results of input field oft.3 k AIm
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Figure 7.1: Magnetization density of tbe beam material of input field l.3k Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude ofzero input

fields

Figure 7.2: Beam deflection of input field of l.3k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field with doubl~ frequency ortbe input frequency.. The negative sign means tbe angular deflection is ..'

clockwise

Figure 7.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of l.Jk Almeter. Tbe amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins witb tbe initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 7.4: Upper cap.citor signal of input field of l.3k Almeter. The amplitude oftbe signal is decreasing

begins with tbe initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function of tbe input field

.......
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Figure 7.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of l.3k Almeter. The signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitUde of tbe signal is proportional to tbe input field

'OIIIGC •

Figure 7.6: Sensor outpnt voltage of input field of l.3k Almeter. The signal frequency is double of tbe i..

put field signal frequency. The amplitude oftbe signal is proportional to the input field
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2.8 Results of input field ofl.6 kAlm
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Figure 8.1: Magnetizatioo density of the beam material of input field 1.61t Almeter along tbe beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 8.2: Beam deflection of input field of 1.6k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

-' p~t -field with doubie i;e;.~~-c;-~rtb; i~p~t r;~~e~eY. The ne:g~ti~e sign-means the angular deflection b
clockwise
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Figure U: Lower capacitor signal of inpot field of t.6k Almeter. The amplitude of tbe signal is increasing

begins with the initial value till reacb a magmum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 8.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 1.6k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with the initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field

Figure S.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of J.6k Almeter. The signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

Figure 8.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 1.6k Afmeter. The signal frequency is double of the in

put field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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2.9 Results of iuput field of 1.9 k Aim
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Figure 9.]: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 1.9k Almeter along tbe beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude oftbe signal is iDcreased with small value from tbe initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 9.2: Beam deflection of input field of 1.91.:. A1meter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field with double frequency orfhe input frequency. The negative sign means the angular defiection is

clockwise -
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Fipre 9.3: Lower Capacitor signal of input field of 1.9k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins witll the initial value till reach a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 9.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of l.9k A1meter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins "tith the initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function of the input field

.600!i.

Figure 9.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of l..9k Almeter. The signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

.

Figure 9.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 1.9k Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the in

put field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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2.10 Results of input field 012.2 kAlm

Figure 10.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 2.2k Almeter along tbe beam-length

(x-axis). Tbe amplitude oftbe signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 10.2: Beam deflection ofinput field of2.2k Almeter. The signal a'mplitude is proportional to tbe

input field with double frequency ofthe input frequency. The negative sign means tbe angular deflection

is clockwise

Figure 10.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field ofUk Almeter. The amplitude of tbe signal is ~creas

iog begins witb the initial value till reach a JJ.lu.imum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 10.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of2.2k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial ,,'alue till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 10.5: Sensor output vohage at poipt B of input field ofUk Almete'r. The signal frequent)' is double

of the input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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Figurelo.6: Seosor output voltage of input field ofUk A1meter. The signal frequency ill double o~the in

put rreld signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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2.11 Results of input field of 2.5 k Aim

Figun 11.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 2.5k Almeter along the beam-length

(x-a~s).The amplitude oftbe signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 11.2: Beam deflection of input field of 2.5k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input field with double frequency of tbe input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection

is clockwise
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Figure J1.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of 25k Almeter. The amplitude of tbe signal is increas

ing begins with the initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 11.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 2.5k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field

Figure 11.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 2.5k Almeter. The signal frequency is double

of the input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field
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Figure 11.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 2.Sk Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the

input field signal freqoency. The amplitode of the signal is proportional to the input field
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2.12 Results of input field of 2.8 k AIm .

Figure 12.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 2.8k Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 12.2: Beam deflection of input field of2.8k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input field with double frequency of the input frequency. Tbe negative sign means the angular deflection

is clockwise
,- .
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.figure 12.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field ofUk Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increa~

ing begins with the initial value till reach a maximum value as a function of tbe input field
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Figure 12.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 2.8k Almeter. The amplitude oftbe signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 12.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of2.8k Afm~ter.Tbe signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field
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Figure 12.6: Sensor outpu,t voltage of iopal field of 2.8k Almeter.. The signal frequency is double of tbe

input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field
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2.13 Results of input field of 3.1 k Aim

Figure 13.1: Magnetization density oftbe beam material of input field 3.1 k A/meter along tbe beam-length

(I.-axis). Tbe amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 13.2: Beam deflection of input field of3.tk Afmeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input field with double frequency of the input frequency. The negative sign meaDS the angular deflection

is clockwise
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Figure 13.3 Lower capacitor signal ofinput field of3.11 A1meter. The amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins with the initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 13.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 3.1k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 13.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of3.1k Almeter. The signal frequeoC)' is double

of the input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field

.. ---

Figure 13.6: Sensor output voltage ofioput field of3.1k Almeter.. The signal frequency is double of the

input field signal frequency.. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to tbe input field
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2.14 Results ofiuput field of 3.4 kAlm
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Figure 14.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 3.4k Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 14.2: Beam deflection of input field of 3.4k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input rreld with double frequency of the input frequency. The negative sign means the angular deflection
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Figure 14.3: Lower capacitor signal of ioput field of3.4k A1meter. The amplitude of the signaJ is increas

ing begins with the initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 14.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 3.4k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial ,"'alue till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 14.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 3.4k Almeter.o The signal frequeoC)! is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportiooal to the input field

figure 14.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of3.4k A1meter. The signal frequency is double of tbe

input field signal frequency. The amplitude oftbe signal is proportional to the input field
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2.15 Results ofinpnt field of 3.7 k Aim
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Figure 15.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 3.7k Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). Tbe amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 15.2: Beam deflection of input field of3.7k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input field with double frequency of tbe input frequency. The negative sign meaDS tbe angular deflection

is cl«Kkwise

Figure 15.3: Lower capacitor signal ofinput field of3.7k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increas

ing begins with tbe initial value till reach a maximum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 15.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 3.7k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with tbe initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function oftbe input field

Figure ]5.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 3.7k Almeter. Tbe signal frequency is double

of tbe input field signal frequency. Tbe amplitude of the signal is 'Proportional to tbe input field

Figure ]5.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 3.7k Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the

inpot field signal frequency. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportional to the input field
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·2.16 Results of input field of 4 kA/m
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Figure 16.1: Magnetization densif)' oftbe beam material of input field 4k A1meter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude oftbe signal is increased with smaD value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure] 6.2: Beam deflection of input field of 4k Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the in

put field witb double frequency of tbe input freq~ency.The negatilre sign means the angular deflection is

--'cJock,,'ise

Figure 16.3: Lower capacitor signal of input field of 4k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is increasing

begins witb tbe initial value till reacb a maximum ,'alue as a function of tbe input field
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Figure 16.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 4k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreasing

begins with the initial value till reach a minimum value as a function of the input field
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Figure 16.5: Sensor output voltage at point B of input field of 4k AlmeJer. The signal frequency is double

oftbe input field signal frequeoC)'. The amplitude or the signal is proportional to the input field

Figure 16.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of 4k Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the input

field signal frequency. The amplitude of the signal is proportional to the input field,
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2.17 Results of input field of 4.5 k AIm

Figure 17.1: Magnetization density of the beam material of input field 4.Sk Almeter along the beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small ,"'alue from tbe initial amplitude of zero input

fields

Figure 17.2: Beam deflection of input field of 4.5k A/meter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the

input field with double frequen~' of the input frequency. The negativ~ sign means the angular deflection

is clock1\ ise
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Figure 173: Lower capacitor signal of input field of 45k A/meter. The amplitude of the signal is increas

jng begins with the initial value till reach a maximum value as a function oftbe input field
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Figure 17A: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 4.5k Almeter. The amplitude of the signal is decreas

ing begins with the initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function oftbe input field
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Figure 17.5: Sensor output voltage at point 8 of input field of 4.5k A1meter. The signal frequency is double

ofthe input field signal frequency. The amplitude oftbe signal is proportional to the input field
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Figure 17.6: Sensor output voltage of input field of4.5k Alm.eter. Tbe signal frequency is double of the

input field signal frequency. The am.plitude of tbe signal is proportional to tbe input field
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2.18 Results of input field of 5 kAlm
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Figure 18.1: Magnetization density oftbe beam material of input field 5kAlmeter along tbe beam-length

(x-axis). The amplitude of the signal is increased with small value from the initial amplitude of zero input

fields
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Figure 18.2: Beam deflection of input field of Sk Almeter. The signal amplitude is proportional to the io

put field with double frequency of tbe input frequency. The negative sign means the angular defledion is

clockwise

Figure 18.3: Lower capacitor signal of input rteld of Sk Almeter. The amplitude ofthe signal is increasing

begins with tbe initial value till reacb a maximum value as a function of tbe input field
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Figure 18.4: Upper capacitor signal of input field of 5k A1meter. Tbe amplitude of tbe signal is d«reasing

begins witb tbe initial value till reacb a minimum value as a function of tbe input field
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Figure 18.5: Sensor output ,"'ollage at point B of input field of 5k Almeter. The signal frequency is double

of tire input field signal frequency. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportional to the input field
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Figure 18.6 Sensor output voltage of input field of Sk Almeter. The signal frequency is double of the input

field signal frequency. The amplitude of tbe signal is proportional to tbe input field
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